Atlas N Scale Roundhouse Assembly Instructions

READ ALL INSTRUCTIONS BEFORE ASSEMBLY. Any excess plastic from the molding process is removed with a hobby knife or sandpaper. Some parts are very thin and delicate. Use extra care in removing them from the sprues to avoid damage.

Glue parts together using a plastic model cement or solvent. Use sparingly and avoid contact with detail.

Although the parts are molded in accurate colors, they may be painted as desired. Before doing so, the parts should be washed with a mild soap and rinsed to remove the mold release agent.

1. Glue the 2 base halves (#1 and #2) together. Assemble the parts and allow them to dry thoroughly on a flat surface.
2. Install the windows on the right (#3) and left (#7) side walls by gluing the lintel/sill parts (#16) in place from the inside of the walls. Place the window glazing on the lintel/sill piece, then glue the window frames (#18) in place from the outside of the walls, being careful to not get glue on the window glazing. Note: Smaller section of the frames is the top.
3. Install the doors on the 2 main side walls by gluing the door lintels (#14) in place from the inside of the walls. Then glue the door (#15) from the outside of the walls.
4. There are 3 rear wall sections (#6, 54 and 55) to the main structure with 2 window openings each. The office will be attached to the main structure behind one of these sections. On the section where the office will be located, blank out the window openings by first gluing the 2 brick plates (#48) from the inside of the wall. Then cut off the lintels from 2 lintel/sill parts (#16) and glue them from the inside above the brick plates. On the remaining 2 rear wall sections, install the windows following the method in step 2.
5. Install the windows on the 3 office wall sections (#24, #25 and #26) by gluing the lintel/sill parts (#21) in place from the inside of the walls. Then glue the window frames (#20) in place from the outside of the walls.
6. Install the door on the front office wall (#26) by gluing the door lintel (#14) in place from the inside of the wall. Then glue the door (#15) from the outside of the wall.
7. Install the windows on the 3 main front upper walls (#11, #12, #13) by gluing the window frames (#49) from the outside of the walls. Install the window glazing from the rear.
8. Glue the side and rear walls to the main floor assembly. Note: The rear wall section with the blanked out windows should be placed in the desired location of the office.
9. Glue the office walls to the office base (#23).